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Purpose Statement: The Skit and Bible Story will teach children that it is our job as 
Christ- followers to tell others about Jesus.

Materials/Props Needed: “Rebus Symbols Lesson 8” and “Official Agent Certificates” 
printed out from Lesson Materials CD Rom, 1 dry erase board or bulletin board, 1 
computer (real or fake), 1 computer keyboard (real or fake), Lesson 8 DVD materials.

Note: If you print the scripts in color, the text written in “blue” is part of a video 
segment. The Teachers are not responsible for these lines. If you are printing the scripts 
in black and white, the text that follows the words “IN VIDEO” is part of a video 
segment. The Teachers are not responsible for these lines.

• Lead the children through the opening activity “Super Spy School”  
and/or “Each One Reach One”.

• Begin Worship Time.

Note: Play “Spy Chase Intro Video” chapter 1 followed by “Nicov 
Tyme Video 1” chapter 2.

Nicov TyMe (iN video)
Hello? Can anyone hear me? It’s me, Special Agent Nicov 
Tyme and I have some very bad news. The Villainous League 
of Bad Guys is at it again! They’ve set up an array of brainwave 
generators that will make everyone on the planet afraid to talk to 
each other. They want to stop communication on a global level. 
They call it Operation: Hush Hush and it could be their most 
destructive scheme yet. Think about it. No one will say anything 
to anyone else. That means no phone calls, no e-mails, not even 
hand written letters or cards!

Evil Guard 1 enters and spots Nicov.

evil Guard 1 (iN video)
Hey! It’s that guy again! You won’t get away this time! (starts to 
run toward Nicov)

Nicov TyMe (iN video)
Uh oh! (dashes off screen)

Nicov runs off screen and guard follows. Nicov enters on the other 
side of the screen.

Nicov TyMe (iN video)
Heh heh, most of the time it works every time! Where was I? Oh 
yes, Operation: Hush Hush. If this plan succeeds then no one will 
be able to tell anyone else about Jesus. We’ve got to stop them no 
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matter what! I think I’ve stumbled onto the shutdown sequence 
for the brainwave generator array. But of course it isn’t going to 
be that easy. The shutdown sequence is in code and I need you to 
crack it for me. I’ll send the pieces as soon as I can. Right now, I 
have to get away from the guards. 

Evil Guards 1 & 2 enter and spot Nicov.

evil Guard 1 (iN video)
(talking to guard) Yes, it’s the same guy and I’m not fast enough 
to catch him. We need to- (sees Nicov) There he is!

 evil Guard 2 (iN video)
Get him!

Nicov exits with Evil Guards chasing him.

Teacher (aGeNT X)
(cd Track # 1) On your feet, cadets! Nicov can take of the two 
gaurds that are chasing him, but we need to take care of the rest. 
Sing loud and get those guards to do the motions with us!

Teacher leads the children in singing the song.

Teacher (aGeNT X)
Excellent work, cadets! While we’re waiting for that code 
transmission, let’s work on our sneaking and hiding. When I say 
“hide,” hide as fast as possible. When I say “sneak,” move to a 
new spot as quickly and as quietly as you can!

Note: Play “Sneak and Hide Video” chapter 4.

During the video the Teacher calls out directions alternating 
between “sneak” and “hide”.

Teacher (aGeNT X)
Great work, cadets. That was some of the best sneaking and 
hiding that I’ve ever seen. (looks at computer) Wait. We’re getting 
a transmission right now!

Note: Play “Code Segment 1 Video” chapter 5.

Teacher (aGeNT X)
There’s the first piece of the shutdown code! (pulls out a printed 
hard copy of the image and sticks it on a dry erase board) I just 
hope he’s able to send the next piece soon. In the meantime, let’s 
talk to the guys with more access than anyone. (pushes buttons on 
computer) Come in Eyes and Ears, we need your help.

Note: Play “Eyes and Ears Video” chapter 6.

eyeS (iN video)
Hello, X and cadets. We’ve just heard about Operation: Hush 
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Hush and we’re prepared to do whatever we can to help you. If 
people don’t talk to each other then no one will hear about Jesus. 
This is unacceptable!

earS (iN video)
Now, we haven’t received any code segments from Nicov in the 
past few moments, but we do have something interesting that just 
came through. (pushes buttons) Hopefully this will help you.

Audio file plays.

eyeS (iN video)
That sounded strange. Why would someone not tell you if they 
had good news?

earS (iN video)
You’re right. It doesn’t make sense. (to camera) There you have 
it, X. You know what we know now. It doesn’t make sense to 
not share good news with people. I hope that helped you and the 
cadets. (video ends)

Teacher (aGeNT X)
What a strange conversation. However, I heard something extra 
during the last few moments of the clip. Let’s listen to that part 
again, but this time we’ll enhance the audio. (pushes buttons on 
the computer)

Note: Play “Enhanced Audio Video” chapter 7.

On screen is the same audio wavelength from the previous video. 
The words “tell others” start out quietly but get louder and 
clearer as the words are repeated. Eventually the words come up 
onto the screen.

Teacher (aGeNT X)
It’s says, “tell others.” Wait a second! That’s another piece of 
the shutdown code from Nicov! (pulls out a printed hard copy 
of the image and sticks it on a dry erase board)Yes, we have 
another piece! However, it still isn’t enough to put a stop to the 
Villainous League of Bad Guys. So far, we know that the code 
has something to do with telling others good news. Maybe Agent 
O can clear things up a little more for us. (pushes buttons on a 
computer) Agent O, this is Agent X and the cadets. We need your 
help. Do you have any information about sharing good news?

Note: Play “Agent O/Bible Story Video 1” chapter 8.

Video ends with an image of the code segment.

Teacher (aGeNT X)
Thank you, sir! (pulls out a printed hard copy of the image and 
sticks it on a dry erase board) It is another piece of the code! 
And now we know the Good News that we have to tell people! 
The Good News is Jesus! And now that we have a few code 
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segments I think we should contact Dr. Enigma. (pushes buttons 
on computer) Dr. Enigma, we have a lot of code segments. Can 
you help us sort them out so we can help Nicov stop Operation: 
Hush Hush?

Note: Play “Dr. Enigma Video 1” chapter 9.

dr. eNiGMa (iN video)
I might be able to help, but I’ll need to see those code segments 
first. Hmmm…there is a good portion of the code here…but 
unfortunately, that’s all it is…a portion. I’ll need more before 
I’ll be able to do anything. Call me again when you think you’re 
ready. 

Teacher (aGeNT X)
Yeah, that makes sense. We just don’t have enough of the code, 
yet. (thinks) We need more information on sharing good news and 
we know that the good news is Jesus. (gets idea) I know! We’ll 
contact Dr. Oppenheimerstein and see what he knows about this 
case.

Note: Play “Oppenheimerstein’s Lab Video” chapter 10.

Teacher (GliTch)
Thank you, Dr. Oppenheimerstein. Wow! That soda was shooting 
all over the place! But, I think I saw something there at the 
end. There was something on one of those bottles. (types on a 
computer)

Note: Play “Dr. Oppenheimerstein Slow Motion Video” chapter 11.

The video starts with the very end of Dr. Oppenheimerstein’s video 
and moves slowly up until the point where the image flickers onto 
the soda bottle. The video pauses and zooms in on the image.

Teacher (aGeNT X)
Hey, this looks like another section of Nicov’s clue! (pulls out a 
printed hard copy of the image and sticks it on a dry erase board) 
We’ve almost got all of the pieces! And I think that now we 
might have enough of the code. (pushes buttons on computer) Dr. 
Enigma, I think we’re ready. Can you help us with the code?

Note: Play “Dr. Enigma Video 2” chapter 12. 

dr. eNiGMa (iN video)
Excellent work. Yes, I think I can help you now. Hmmm…wait…I 
spoke too soon. The code is still missing the final section and 
without it…solving this code is impossible. You’re almost there, 
Agent X. A little more searching is the solution. I’ll stand by until 
you’re ready. 

Teacher (aGeNT X)
(sighs) Somehow I knew he was going to say that. (thinks) Maybe 
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it would help if we saw what sharing good news looks like in a 
modern, everyday setting. Let’s check in with the Eyes and Ears 
again to see if they have any new information. (pushes buttons on 
a computer)

Note: Play “Eyes and Ears Video 2” chapter 13.

eyeS (iN video)
Hello, Agent X and cadets. We were just about to contact you.

earS (iN video)
Yes, we just picked up some surveillance footage of Agent Junior 
and Spy Dubbleaux.

eyeS (iN video)
We think this might help you with Operation Hush Hush. 
Beginning transmission. (pushes buttons on computer) 

Agent Junior and Spy Dubbleaux Video plays.

earS (iN video)
I’m glad that Junior was able to finally set Dubbleaux straight 
about sharing good news.

eyeS (iN video)
Yes, and I hope they both are able to spread the news about Jesus 
to many people. (to camera) And that goes the same for you 
cadets. It’s your job to tell others about Jesus. Remember that as 
you try and stop Operation: Hush Hush. (video ends)

Teacher (aGeNT X)
I’m amazed that Dubbleaux has made it this far in Spy Training! 
But we’ve got more important things to worry about...like that 
Bible verse.

Note: Play “Bible Verse Video” chapter 14.

Colossians 1:28a “So we tell others about Christ, warning 
everyone and teaching everyone with all the wisdom God has 
given us.” NLT

Teacher (aGeNT X)
This is a great verse because it reminds us to tell others about 
Jesus. But, there is also something else in this verse. I think it’s 
time to use “ridiculazoom.” (pushes buttons on computer) 

Note: Play “Bible Verse Code Segment Video” chapter 15.

The camera zooms in on the letter “a” which contains the next 
code segment image.

Teacher (aGeNT X)
That image is another segment of Nicov’s shutdown code. 
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(pulls out a printed hard copy of the image and sticks it on a 
dry erase board) That was the last part of the code! We need to 
get this thing solved and sent it back to Nicov. (pushes buttons 
on computer) First things first, let’s call up our code expert, Dr. 
Enigma. We finally have all the pieces but we need him to put 
them in order.

Note: Play “Dr. Enigma Code Breaking Video” chapter 16. 

dr. eNiGMa (iN video)
So, you really have all the pieces? Excellent! Let’s see what we’re 
working with…oooh, this one is going to be a toughy. But I think 
this might work…yes, definitely. Decipher it as fast as you can! 
(pushes buttons)

The images appear on the screen and the images shift and change 
until they are in their final order forming a rebus puzzle.

In the final video the letters completely unscramble to form the 
Main Clue.

Teacher (aGeNT X)
You heard Dr. Enigma, cadets. We have to hurry. It’s time to 
decipher this code!

Note: If your children are old enough, have them write down what 
they believe the solution is, put it in a large envelope and sneak 
it up to the stage. If your children are too young to write, simply 
move on to the next video which shows the rebus being solved. 

Teacher (aGeNT X) 
Good job, cadets. We have your answers and we’re ready to see if 
you’re right. (pushing buttons on the computer) Here goes!

Note: “Play Rebus Solved Video” chapter 17.

Teacher (aGeNT X)
(excited) We’ve got it! The secret code says “I Will Tell Others 
About Jesus!” You did it, cadets! I’m sending the deciphered code 
to Nicov right away. (pushes buttons on computer) 

Note: Play “Nicov Tyme Video 2” chapter 18.

Nicov TyMe (iN video)
“I Will Tell Others About Jesus!” That sounds good to me. (pushes 
buttons on a computer terminal) I’ll enter it into the main control 
computer for the brainwave generator. We don’t have a moment 
to lose! Wait for it...wait for it...yes, I think it’s working! (screen 
changes briefly to an image of a giant computer exploding) We 
did it! We stopped Operation: Hush Hush! We’ll be free to keep 
telling others about Jesus! Great work, cadets! 

Evil Guards 1 & 2 enter and spot Nicov.
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evil Guard 1 (iN video)
Hey! you just wrecked our brain wave generator!

Nicov TyMe (iN video)
Whoops! Gotta go!

Nicov exits with Evil Guard chasing him.

Teacher (aGeNT X)
Like Nicov said, excellent job, everyone. You deciphered a code, 
stopped another evil scheme and we all learned a very important 
lesson: i Will Tell others about Jesus! That was the Main Clue 
for this training session. Let’s look at that again. We’ve been 
talking about telling other people about Jesus and spreading the 
good news. Let’s practice that right now. Everyone partner up 
and whisper the Main Clue to each other. Make sure your partner 
remembers it.
 
Teacher leads the children by first demonstrating the Main Clue 
with motions. Then have the children repeat the Main Clue two or 
three times.

Teacher (aGeNT X)
Your whispering skills never fail to impress. Wow, this has 
certainly been an interesting ride. We successfully stopped the 
Villainous League of Bad Guys yet again. They’ll never be able to 
stop us from sharing the good news. And right now, to celebrate, I 
think we should all stand and worship God for the good news He 
has given us to share. Let’s sing.

Teacher leads the children in singing the song.

OFFERING

Teacher (aGeNT X)
(cd Track # 4) I really enjoy being able to worship with all of 
you. And right now I want us to continue our worship with our 
offering. This is a time to give back to God and thank Him for 
everything He has done for us.

Teacher takes up the offering.

Teacher (aGeNT X)
(cd Track # 1) Thank you, cadets. But don’t relax just yet. You 
need to go through one more session of Spy Training in your 
Small Groups before I can declare you to be official spies. Pay 
attention and study hard. 

SMALL GROUPS

Teacher greets the children as they come back from Small Groups.
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Teacher (aGeNT X)
Your Spy Training is almost done, cadets. Soon, I won’t be able 
to call you cadets anymore. You’ll be full-fledged spies and secret 
agents with all the knowledge and training you need. But first, 
there is one more thing I need from each of you. I need everyone 
to report to Debriefing for some Review Questions. 

Note: Lead the children through the questions. Hit “play” when a 
child has given you the right answer.

CLOSING

Note: The Teacher has the option to print off and hand out the 
“Official Agent Certificates” during the closing section.

Teacher (aGeNT X)
(cd Track # 1) Well done, spies. That’s right. You are all 
officially trained and certified spies. It has been a pleasure and an 
honor to train you. And now, with all of you on the case, I think 
the Villainous League of Bad Guys will have to work a lot harder. 
Don’t forget our Main Clue for today because it is also your first 
mission: i Will Tell others about Jesus! See you next week as 
we kick off a brand new series!
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Purpose: This is a strategic time to review and reinforce the content of the lesson.
Materials Needed:  DVD chapter “Debriefing” Lesson 8
Ask the following questions and then ask for volunteers to answer. If they answer correctly, hit “play” on DVD.
  1. Why should we tell others about Jesus?
   A. People are always in the mood to talk about Jesus.
   B. Because Jesus doesn’t like talking about Himself.
   C. Because it’s good news and other people need to know!
   D. People ask about Jesus all the time.

  2. What is the good news?
   A. John the Baptist ate locusts and wild honey!
   B. There’s a sale going on at your favorite store! 
   C. Church is happening every weekend!
   D. Jesus died for our sins and we can be forgiven!

  3. If you have trouble talking to people about Jesus, what can you do? 
   A. Get your parents to tell others about Jesus instead.
   B. Invite them to come to church with you.
   C. Only talk to your best friends about Jesus.
   D. Just stop talking to people.
  
  4. True or false. In our Bible Story, John said that he wasn’t even worthy to untie the straps of Jesus’ sandals.
   A. True.
   B. False.

 
  5. Spy Dubbleaux had trouble with the mission today. What was his problem?
   A. He brought Junior the wrong gear for the mission.
   B. He forgot his mission orders.
   C. He was late to all of his meetings.
   D. He tried to keep the good news a secret.

  6. Fill in the blanks, Colossians 1:28a “So we tell others about __________, warning everyone and teaching     
          ____________ with all the wisdom God has given us.” (NLT)
   A. Christ, everyone.
   B. Jesus, others.
   C. Church, people.
   D. God, our friends.
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